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A detailed account of Chaos in the world of WFRP that alerts the player to the secrets of
heretical cults and details on the four Chaos gods -- their ways, spells and servants. Allows the
player to identify traits of taint and to create your own daemon prince!

About the AuthorEd Stark works for Wizards of the Coast, Inc. as a game designer. His previous
design projects include Complete Warrior(TM), Fiendish Codex I: Hordes of the Abyss(TM), and
Barrow of the Forgotten King(TM).
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Ebook Library Reader, “Noble Knight Rocks. So, I used to play the original WFRP. Loved it. I
bought the second edition rulebook in 2008. I felt it was lacking a few elements the original had,
like a bestiary was the big one, but it did feel more structured. Now I see all the follow up books
added to this edition, and no longer have the 2nd Ed. Core (but still have original).Anyways,
review time.So I ordered this and the 3rd Ed. Core and Creature Vault.Wow.... 3rd Ed has gone
to a card based game, interesting. Going to give it a try.This particular book, being the USPS
showed up 3 hours ago with it, is very fascinating. Also, the company that had it as Used/Good,
sent me an excellent book, it still creaks open. Also, I recieved it in two days after placing the
order, along with the 3rd Edition Core and Creature Vault. Very impressed with Noble Knight. In
fact, I am so impressed by the condition and speed of delivery that when I ordered 5 more
Second Edition books today, if Noble Knight was one of the merchants available, they were who
received my order.Noble Knight Rocks, as does the deeply submersive world of Warhammer
Fantasy Role Playing.Now, to find friends who want to try this 3rd Edition out, and if all else fails,
have 5 Second Edition books on the way!Mark McLemore”

Rhandhali, “Great Setting Material. Tome of Corruption is all about flavor. The book is long on
setting material and mercifully short on rules and even those still amount to flavor and setting
material. Running a long-term game with many of the rules included would be difficult or
downright impossible. The amount of raw power that is available to the players and GMs is huge.
Some of the more powerful features, in an effort to reflect their abilities in the tabletop version of
Warhammer, would slaughter an entire army of PCs. Many of the careers are also ridiculously
powerful.Gamemasters are going to want to be extremely careful in what they allow players to
take from the book, but for anyone who wants to run a high-powered epic game the Tome of
Corruption provides everything and more.The Tome of Corruption is also a great read. For those
who don?t like rules the mechanics are presented in such a manner as to be almost totally
separated from the setting material. Unlike many supplements the point of the book is not just to
create more rules but to add to the setting.If you can't use it in a WFRP game then it is a great
idea mine for other games or for pleasure reading.”

MrBooks, “Chaos can be fun. This is an exceptional book, like all of the new WHFRP books I
have gotten so far. It covers many topics that a GM would need to use the forces of the Old
Night in a game. The book has extensive rules for mutations, greatly expanding on the rules
found in the core book (as well as organizing them by which of the chaos powers would likely
grant them). The book also greatly expands on the rules for the various followers of Chaos.
Rules for beastmen and marauders/chaos warriors (including careeres) are found within this
book, as are rules for many other chaos creatures (like the chaos dragon and the shaggoth).
There is more as well... such as rules for chaos weapons, and the stats for various daemons up



to the Greater Daemons themselves!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book for GMs. This book is a must have for GMs. If you buy more
than the main book this should be your 2nd, or 3rd book. (Unless you aren't planning on Chaos
types being a major bad guy.) That said like all WFRP books it's short, but unlike some of the
other books it's packed with good info. My favorite is the D1000 mutation chart that spans 2
pages. (Plus the following chapter of mutations.) Also the info on chaos champions is great. It's
kind of light on generic stats for enmies, but if gives you the info you need to create demons,
chaos warrior, chaos champions, cultist, beastmen... Also the same info can be used for a
campaign with PCs on the other side.”

Joe Hamrick, “Wonderfully vile!. This vile tome is packed with foul goodness. The massive list of
mutations alone is worth the price of the book. All kinds of foul things for the fiendish GM to
throw at their players! Be warned though as just a brief glimpse at the pages of this thrice
damned work will cause you the loss of your sanity!!!!”

Hayden Scott Harriss II, “Four Stars. I have a warm spot in my heart for the Games Workshop art
used in these adventures”

Justin L. Plotts, “The Big Book of Chaotic Things. This book provides so much info on things
gamemasters need to know to to write a cool Chaos adventure. Norsca, daemons, beastmen,
more nasties, and mutations and cults. So much fun. Great to read and slightly disturbing. Highly
recommended.”

Ria Saakshi, “Core Book, get it while you can. Despite what Fantasy Flight may think, this is a
core book. Not without its faults but quite frankly I can't imagine running WFRP without a decent
blob of chaos in it...”

The book by Robert J. Schwalb has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 20 people have provided feedback.
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